JOIN THE HMNS EDUCATION TEAM AT THESE EVENTS TO RECEIVE EDUCATOR CREDIT

Educators will dive into the world of Menus and Project Based Learning while exploring the Museum to create lesson templates to use with their students. Our GT class for the summer of 2021 is designed to give you fun, engaging, and unique ways to promote gifted thinking in your students. This session has a cross-curricula focus and is suitable for GT teachers of all grade levels. Join us as we spend a day exploring the wonders at HMNS while learning strategies for immediate implementation.

May
- May 15: Road Trip: Water Treatment Plant
- May 22: BTS - Pompeii: The Exhibition

June
- June 8: Lecture - Whale Seismology with Dr. William Wilcock *Virtual*
- June 10: BTS - Six Degrees of Science: Dinosaurs of the Cretaceous *Virtual*
- June 17: CSI Houston: Fingerprinting

July
- July 8: BTS - Six Degrees of Science: Reign of the Mammals
- July 15: CSI Houston: Blood Spatter
- July 13: Road Trip: Waugh Bridge Bat Boat

August
- August 5: DIY IRL: Intermediate Hieroglyphics
- August 5: CSI Houston: Basic Osteology

STAY UP TO DATE ON NEW TEACHER WORKSHOPS COMING THIS FALL!

Adult education offers a wide variety of different Lectures, Hands-on classes, and behind the scenes tour. We are now crediting teachers on their continued learning for select programs. If you have any questions about the events listed, please email aedehmns.org.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT HMNS.ORG/GT